
 



First kendo examinations in Sweden 
By Robert von Sandor1 

For the second year natsugeiko (concentrated summer practice) have been performed in Stockholm 

in Yamasha Kendo Dojo’s premises in Brännkyrkahallen. 

During the year, the number of kendo practitioners have increased and 11 kendoka have participated 

in the weeklong concentrated practice. 

This year again, the secretary in the British and European Kendo Federation Roald M Knutsen, 3rd Dan 

kendo, has held the role as chief instructor. He is bringing along his 10-year son (3rd kyu kendo) to 

introduce children’s kendo to Sweden. 

Mr Knutsen was an envoy of the European Kendo Federation. Yamasha Kendo Dojo financed his stay 

in Sweden. In this context we would like to thank the Swedish Judo Federation and Stockholm 

Judoklubb for their contributions in making it possible to host such a competent fencing master as 

Mr Knutsen. We also would like to thank S:t Erik Judoklubb for access to their dojo during the three 

days when Brännkyrkahallen was closed. The training was concentrated to evenings (except Saturday 

and Sunday) and every day included a 3-hour training session. 

Mr Knutsen built the training week around suburi (“shadowfencing” practice, to synchronize cutting 

and foot movements, without an opponent), kiri kaeshi (formal practice of cuts and defense against 

an opponent), shomen-uchi (basic cuts against the head, kiai-geiko (practice of correct kiai without 

which no point will be given in competition) as well as mokuzo (relaxation meditation in correct 

form). In addition general geiko  (individual training against an opponent) and also “one against all” 

shiai where during 15 minutes one kendoka fights against every body else in sequence, and he 

remains as long as he is undefeated. 

This form of practice is an old form of real combat practice where you fought as long as there were 

opponents remaining on the battlefield, with the aim to remain victorious and be the last man 

standing. As soon as an opponent is defeated the next one charges with the sword drawn allowing 

for no relief of catching one’s breath or time for relaxation. The attacks can come from any direction 

and the attackers are spurred in their desire to defeat the one in the middle and to replace him. 

Mr Knutsen has also trained kendo kata with undersigned and polished de most difficult details in 

tachi no kata’s 7 forms. Contrary to judo-kata one starts kendo kata already as a beginner as training 

of cutting in formal style develops the right kendo style – the ready-to-art fencing – already from the 

beginning. Kendo in its more profound sense is not only “Japanese fencing” but the art of fencing. A 

samurai that is a good fighter and fencer was not necessarily a kendoka but a kenshi practicing 

kenjutsu. Style is thus a particularly important part of kendo. 

The participants in this latest natsugeiko had an excellent opportunity to study the difference 

between a kenshi and a kendoka when Mr Knutsen fought with our American guest Mr E. O’Melia, 1st 

dan kendo, from New York Buddist Centre Kendo Dojo, who had been our guest during the spring. 

Mr O’Melias style is different than that of Mr Knutsen and his lightning fast one-hand do uchi is 

remarkably effective but would hardly be awarded a point in a kendo competition even though it 

would be directly lethal under real conditions. 

 
1 Translation by Hans Lundberg. 



As conclusion of the intense week of training the first kendo examinations to be performed in 

Sweden was held with the result that a trio of 6th kyu holders was given the following new grades: 

Lennart Johansson 3rd kyu 

Bror Söderman 3rd kyu 

Georg Irénius2 3rd kyu 

The gradings have been confirmed by Zen Nippon Kendo Renmei - the Japanese head organization – 

which is necessary to be able to develop the international kendo on the right basis. 

 

 
2 https://jushinjutsu.webnode.se/runa-george-irenius/ 


